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Grant Thornton 

https://www.grantthornton.com/ 

https://www.grantthornton.com/people.aspx 

jim.brady@us.gt.com 

Generator Auditor CIK EntityRegistrantName Total EntityComments 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0000927003 ADVANCED ENERGY 
INDUSTRIES INC 

1 CFE: Contridictory revenue facts; 10-K related 

Thunderdome Grant Thornton 0000799850 AMERICAS CARMART INC 1 CFE: Inappropriate extension concept for 
temporary equity, 
crmt:MandatorilyRedeemablePreferredStock. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0000320017 CALADRIUS 
BIOSCIENCES, INC. 

1 CFE: Used concept us-gaap:LiabilitiesNoncurrent 
to represent total liabilities. 10-K issue. (Emailed 
2016-03-19) Inappropriate use of concept us-
gaap:LiabilitiesNoncurrent to represent total 
liabilities. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001016281 CARRIAGE SERVICES INC 1 CFE: WHOLE/PART issue related to income tax 
expense (benefit) line items. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001091883 CIRCOR INTERNATIONAL 
INC 

1 CFE: Contridictory/conflicting revenue facts; 
WHOLE/PART issue; 10-K issue 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001679688 Colony NorthStar, Inc. 3 CFE: Inappropriate extension concept for other 
comprehensive income, 
clns:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetofTaxIn
cludingPortionAttributabletoRedeemableNoncon
trollingInterest 

QXi Grant Thornton 0000351998 DATA I/O CORP 1 CFE: Reversed polarity of cash flows from 
financing activites. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0000922358 FERRELLGAS PARTNERS L 
P 

1 CFE: Operating income (loss) does not foot. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001419581 Federal-Mogul Holdings 
LLC 

1 CFE: (Emailed 2016-03-12) Inappropriate 
extension concept for exchange gains, 
fdml:EffectOfForeignCurrencyExchangeRateFluct
uationsOnCash 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0000937556 MASIMO CORP 1 CFE: Used us-
gaap:OtherComprehensiveIncomeLossNetOfTax 
to represent comprehensive income. 

Novaworks 
Software 

Grant Thornton 0001582982 MEDICAL 
TRANSCRIPTION BILLING, 
CORP 

1 CFE: Contridictory net cash flow from operating 
activities facts, us-
gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInOperatingActiviti
esContinuingOperations entered as positive, 
should be negative. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001504461 NGL Energy Partners LP 1 CFE: Inconsistent equity concepts, us-
gaap:PartnersCapital. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001597503 NorthStar Asset 
Management Group Inc. 

3 CFE: WHOLE/PART problem with net income 
attributable to noncontrolling interest. Two NCI 
concepts in SCI. Inappropriate extension concept 
SCI. 

S2 Filings Grant Thornton 0000711665 PHOTOMEDEX INC 1 CFE: Operating cash flows do not reconcile, 
continuing/discontinued. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001466225 Resource Real Estate 
Opportunity REIT, Inc. 

2 CFE: Improper use of concept us-
gaap:IncomeLossFromContinuingOperationsInclu
dingPortionAttributableToNoncontrollingInterest 
to represent IS line item. $1000 rounding error 
BS. 

Workiva Grant Thornton 0001161154 SUNOCO LOGISTICS 2 CFE: WHOLE/PART issue related to net income 
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Generator Auditor CIK EntityRegistrantName Total EntityComments 

(WebFilings) PARTNERS L.P. attributable to noncontrolling interest. 
Inappropriate extensinon concept for 
comprehensive income attributable to 
noncontrolling interest. 

Workiva 
(WebFilings) 

Grant Thornton 0001476246 Tropicana Entertainment 
Inc. 

1 CFE: Inconsistency in continuing/discontinued 
cash flow facts. 
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ADVANCED ENERGY INDUSTRIES INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/927003/000092700317000010/0000927003-17-000010-

index.htm 

The problem with this filing is the contradiction/conflict between the #1 concept “us-gaap:Revenues” 

and the next three revenues concepts.  #2, #3, and #4 are consistent with the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy.  

But #1 is not. 

 

http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)  

This is the relation between these four concepts per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy: 

 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/927003/000092700317000010/0000927003-17-000010-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/927003/000092700317000010/0000927003-17-000010-index.htm
http://xbrlview.fasb.org/yeti/resources/yeti-gwt/Yeti.jsp#tax~(id~161*v~5016)!con~(id~3559162)!net~(a~3190*l~772)!lang~(code~en-us)!path~(g~92625*p~0_0_1_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_0_2)!rg~(rg~32*p~12)
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The income statement uses #2, #3, and #4: 

 

But the geographic breakdown of revenues contradicts the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy and the income 

statement: 
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AMERICAS CARMART INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/799850/000117184317001357/0001171843-17-001357-

index.htm 

This filer creates an inappropriate extension concept for the line item “Mandatorily redeemable 

preferred stock”.  That is temporary equity, a concept exists which should be used: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/799850/000117184317001357/0001171843-17-001357-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/799850/000117184317001357/0001171843-17-001357-index.htm
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CALADRIUS BIOSCIENCES, INC. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/320017/000032001717000008/0000320017-17-000008-

index.htm 

The concept “us-gaap:LiabilitiesNoncurrent” was used to represent the line item “Total liabilities”.  The 

concept “us-gaap:Liabilities” should have been used to represent that line item. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/320017/000032001717000008/0000320017-17-000008-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/320017/000032001717000008/0000320017-17-000008-index.htm
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CARRIAGE SERVICES INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1016281/000101628117000018/0001016281-17-000018-

index.htm 

The filer is changing the meaning of the concept “us-gaap:IncomeTaxExpenseBenefit” in the way that 

they are using the concept in the income statement.  The filer is highlighting the fact that some of the 

tax provisions might be uncertain. 

 

To achieve their objective and to not change the meaning of the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy concept “us-

gaap:IncomeTaxExpenseBenefit”, this is how the information should have been represented:

 

Note that the meaning of the concept “us-gaap:IncomeTaxExpenseBenefit” has not changed, yet the 

filer is highlighting information which they choose to highlight by disclosing additional details of the 

required concept.  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1016281/000101628117000018/0001016281-17-000018-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1016281/000101628117000018/0001016281-17-000018-index.htm
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CIRCOR INTERNATIONAL INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1091883/000109188317000013/0001091883-17-000013-

index.htm 

This filing has contradictory revenue facts: 

 

This is the relation between these two concepts per the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy; us-

gaap:SalesRevenueNet is PART OF the WHOLE us-gaap:Revenues: 

 

On the income statement “us-gaap:SalesRevenueNet” was used: 

 

 

In a disclosure the concept “us-gaap:Revenues” was used.  That contradicts the income statement and 

the US GAAP XBRL Taxonomy. Further, the representation of this disclosure is completely illogical 

because something can NEVER be both a finite-lived and an indefinite-lived intangible asset. 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1091883/000109188317000013/0001091883-17-000013-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1091883/000109188317000013/0001091883-17-000013-index.htm
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It is completely illogical to ever use the “Finite-Lived Intangible asset by Major Class [Axis]” and the 

“Indefinite-lived Intangible Assets [Axis]” on the SAME TABLE. 
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Colony NorthStar, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1679688/000167968817000017/0001679688-17-000017-

index.htm 

There is a WHOLE and a PART of that WHOLE that are used to reconcile the difference between “Net 

income (loss)” and “Net income (loss) attributable to parent”.  That is illogical.  That is like saying, “Here 

is the total…but wait, there is even MORE than the total that makes up the difference.” 

 

 

 

 

The same issue exists on the statement of comprehensive income also. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1679688/000167968817000017/0001679688-17-000017-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1679688/000167968817000017/0001679688-17-000017-index.htm
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DATA I/O CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/351998/000035199816000065/0000351998-16-000065-

index.htm 

Net cash flow from financing activities was entered as a POSITIVE value, it should have been entered as 

a NEGATIVE value. 

 

 

A secondary error (which if done correctly would have caught the first error) is that the calculation of 

net cash flow (i.e. Increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents) is not represented in the XBRL 

calculation relations for this information: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/351998/000035199816000065/0000351998-16-000065-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/351998/000035199816000065/0000351998-16-000065-index.htm
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Federal-Mogul Holdings LLC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1419581/000162828017001567/0001628280-17-001567-

index.htm 

Inappropriate extension concept: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1419581/000162828017001567/0001628280-17-001567-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1419581/000162828017001567/0001628280-17-001567-index.htm
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FERRELLGAS PARTNERS L P 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/922358/000092235817000002/0000922358-17-000002-

index.htm 

The fact with the concept “us-gaap:CostsAndExpenses” not reported on income statement but reported 

in the segment disclosure contradicts the information on the income statement. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/922358/000092235817000002/0000922358-17-000002-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/922358/000092235817000002/0000922358-17-000002-index.htm
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MASIMO CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/937556/000093755617000045/0000937556-17-000045-

index.htm 

Concept intended to represent other comprehensive income used to represent the line item “Total 

comprehensive income”. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/937556/000093755617000045/0000937556-17-000045-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/937556/000093755617000045/0000937556-17-000045-index.htm
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MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION BILLING, CORP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1582982/000149315217003230/0001493152-17-003230-

index.htm  

These two facts, one POSITIVE the other NEGATIVE contradict one another: 

us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInOperatingActivitiesContinuingOperations[898,000] 

us-gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInOperatingActivities[-897,842] 

 

Second one (negative) is reported on cash flow statement: 

 

First one (positive)  reported in this disclosure: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1582982/000149315217003230/0001493152-17-003230-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1582982/000149315217003230/0001493152-17-003230-index.htm
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NGL Energy Partners LP 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1504461/000150446117000010/0001504461-17-000010-

index.htm 

This might not be an error.  What is going on is that the concepts “Equity attributable to parent” and 

“Equity attributable to parent + noncontrolling interest” is reconciled by TWO values “Accumulated 

other comprehensive loss” and “Noncontrolling interest”.  No one else does this as far as I can tell.  Is 

this correct? 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1504461/000150446117000010/0001504461-17-000010-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1504461/000150446117000010/0001504461-17-000010-index.htm
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NorthStar Asset Management Group Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1597503/000159750316000082/0001597503-16-000082-

index.htm  

There is a WHOLE and a PART of that WHOLE that are used to reconcile the difference between “Net 

income (loss)” and “Net income (loss) attributable to parent”.  That is illogical.  That is like saying, “Here 

is the total…but wait, there is even MORE than the total that makes up the difference.” 

 

 

 

Same thing on the statement of comprehensive income: 

 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1597503/000159750316000082/0001597503-16-000082-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1597503/000159750316000082/0001597503-16-000082-index.htm
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PHOTOMEDEX INC 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/711665/000161577417001441/0001615774-17-001441-

index.htm 

Inappropriate concept used to represent line item: 

 

 

This relationship is impossible, not logical: 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/711665/000161577417001441/0001615774-17-001441-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/711665/000161577417001441/0001615774-17-001441-index.htm
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Resource Real Estate Opportunity REIT, Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1466225/000146622517000004/0001466225-17-000004-

index.htm 

Inappropriate concept used to represent line item “Total other income (expense)”. 

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1466225/000146622517000004/0001466225-17-000004-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1466225/000146622517000004/0001466225-17-000004-index.htm
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SUNOCO LOGISTICS PARTNERS L.P. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1161154/000116115417000014/0001161154-17-000014-

index.htm  

There is a WHOLE and a PART of that WHOLE that are used to reconcile the difference between “Net 

income (loss)” and “Net income (loss) attributable to parent”.  That is illogical.  That is like saying, “Here 

is the total…but wait, there is even MORE than the total that makes up the difference.” 

 

 

 

Same issue on statement of comprehensive income:

  

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1161154/000116115417000014/0001161154-17-000014-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1161154/000116115417000014/0001161154-17-000014-index.htm
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Tropicana Entertainment Inc. 
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1476246/000147624617000003/0001476246-17-000003-

index.htm 

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents is represented by the concept “us-

gaap:NetCashProvidedByUsedInContinuingOperations”.  However, discontinued operations are reported 

as part of net cash flow from investing activities.  This is inconsistent with meaning of the net cash flow 

concept used. 

 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1476246/000147624617000003/0001476246-17-000003-index.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1476246/000147624617000003/0001476246-17-000003-index.htm

